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NEW QUESTION: 1

Two routers named Atlanta and Brevard are connected via their
serial interfaces as illustrated, but they are unable to
communicate. The Atlanta router is known to have the correct
configuration.
Given the partial configurations, identify the fault on the
Brevard router that is causing the lack of connectivity.
A. link reliability too low
B. incompatible encapsulation
C. incorrect subnet mask
D. IPCP closed
E. incompatible IP address
F. insufficient bandwidth
Answer: B
Explanation:
Because Interface Serial 0 of Atlanta Router has 192.168.10.1
And Interface Serial 1 of Router Brevard has
192.168.11.2. These are from different network.

NEW QUESTION: 2
SPC Charts are used extensively in different business and
decision-making environments. In this example a vendor is being
selected based on speed of delivery. Which of the conclusions
would help you pick a vendor for your needs regarding lead-time
of delivery from your vendors? (Note: There are 4 correct
answers).
A. Vendor A with a much shorter lead time in delivery
B. Vendor B as it has a better consistency (lower variance) on
lead time
C. Vendor B as the Control Limits are much narrower than Vendor
A
D. Vendor B as Vendor A shows a situation out of control as
shown in red
E. Vendor B with higher lead time, but a process with much
narrower Control Limits
Answer: B,C,D,E

NEW QUESTION: 3
What must you specify when you create a Vserver for block
protocols?
A. the Vserver's home node
B. the Vserver's Fibre Channel target WWPN or iSCSI target name
C. the Vserver's security style
D. the Vserver administrator's login and password
Answer: B
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